Basic Setup

1a. INSTALL BOOK (FOR USE ON A TABLE):
1. Unfold the collapsible support stand and place it on a flat surface.
2. Raise the crossbar on the support stand to adjust the book tilt for maximal stability and comfort.
3. Slide the crossbar back into the support stand if it is mistakenly pulled out of the rubber tubing.
4. Rest Automatic Page Turner in the bottom groove of the support stand.
5. Open a book to the desired page and attach the book clamp along the center of the bottom edge.
6. Insert the clamp pegs into the rear slots of Automatic Page Turner to attach the book to the unit.
7. Click here to see video of installation process.

1b. INSTALL BOOK (FOR LIGHT BOOKS ON A PIANO/MUSIC STAND):
1. Rest Automatic Page Turner on the book ledge of the piano or music stand. No support stand is necessary.
2. Open a book to the desired page and attach the book clamp along the center of the bottom edge.
3. Insert the clamp pegs into the rear slots of Automatic Page Turner to attach the book to the unit.
4. Stable approach for light books that can be supported by the Automatic Page Turner unit sitting on a ledge.
5. For heavy/thick books, please refer to 1c below.
6. Click here and scroll down to "Piano / Music Stand Operation" video.

1c. INSTALL BOOK (FOR HEAVY BOOKS ON A PIANO/MUSIC STAND):
1. Rest book directly on book ledge of the piano or music stand.
2. Open a book to the desired page and attach the book clamp along the center of the top edge.
3. Turn Automatic Page Turner upside down and hang it upon the clamp pegs (which are now facing up).
4. Make sure that pegs slide into the rear slots of Automatic Page Turner to attach the unit to the book.
5. Be careful that book is heavy enough to support weight of Automatic Page Turner. Otherwise, it may topple.
6. This approach is convenient for thick books: no heavy lifting; just clip unit to top of book.
7. Click here and scroll down to "Piano/Music Stand Operation" video.

2a. LOAD PAGES (FOR NORMAL/WIDE PAGES)
1. Press the right button on the panel to move all page-turning arms to the right side.
2. Release up to ten sheets from under the spring-loaded arm of the book clamp.
3. Lay these sheets behind the page-turning arms.
4. Lift the topmost page to be turned from under the page-turning arms.
5. Slide it through the slot of the next available page-turning arm.
6. Press the left panel button to turn the page and expose the next sheet.
7. Repeat steps (4) - (6) for all pages.
8. Rewind the pages by repeatedly pressing the right button.
9. Page loading takes about 3 seconds per page. Loading all 10 page slots takes under a minute.
10. Click here and scroll down to "Page Loading" video.
2b. LOAD PAGES (FOR NARROW PAGES)
1. Press the right button on the panel to move all page-turning arms to the right side.
2. Release up to ten sheets from under the spring-loaded arm of the book clamp.
3. Lay these sheets over the opposite side of the book.
4. Lift the rightmost page to be turned from the set of loose pages.
5. Slide it below the page-turning arms and weave it up through the rightmost page-turning arm.
6. Repeat steps (4) - (5) for all pages.
7. This method is best for books with narrow pages since you won't load more arms than is necessary.
8. The pages loaded in Method 2a may slide off arm if arm is advanced beyond edge of narrow page.